
 

5 Polytopal Complexes Shellability
Our immediate goal proving the Euler Poinsere identity

f fo f f 2 dfd O

Recall proof of 3D case V Et F 2

by induction
build planar graph vertex by vertex edge by edge
check identity tor single vertex graph

check that each step preserves identity

9 oft
Can we as well build higher dimensional polytopes

piece by piece Maybe facet by facet
What are the objects we encounter on the way
not quite polytopes since not Closed up yet
polytopal complexes



5.1 Polytopal complexes

IEEE
polytopes glued together along faces not necessarily

is sulticient
DE A polytopal complex e is a off i

purpose
polytopes Pn Pm CIR so that

i if PEE and FE FIP ff C
ii if PQ EC Pn Q is a face of both P and Q

not a common face
not a complex

EE
One uses terminology close to polytopes

elements of E are called faces
highest dimensional faces are called facets
the dimension of C is the dimension of a facet

Def is pure if every face lies in a facet

See example x above 1 is pure 12 is not



each polytope P can be considered as a complex C FP

the boundary complex of PCR is

OP FCP P

This is a pure d i complex

Idea for proving Euler Poincore

complexes have f vectors

for a complex E one might ask for the value of

C f ifo fit fifa
reduced Euler characteristic

let's build a polytope facet by facet by
enumerating the facets Fn Fm

determine X n

Check that adding a facet keeps identity valid

BUT it turns out there are right and wrong ways to

enumerate the facets

order matters



5 2 Shellings
the right way to order polytope facets

The following definition is recursive

Def a shelling is an enumeration Fn Fm E Fa CP

of the facets of OP works with any pure complex
so that either

i the Fi are points i e Piso line segment
order does not matter

or

ii for all it 2 m Fin Ev u F is non empty
and an initial segment of a shelling of OF

NOTE Of is shell able

Fin Fu UF is pure d 2 dimensional

EWE

F2D

the first favt Fanta must Fu uf must be
can beanywhere be non empty connected atoll time

3D

FEI IEEÄTEI
F do not create

holes



Q Do polytopes always have Shellings

Yes but let us first see that shelling

are indeed the right definition for us

5.3 Proving the Euler Poincore identity

The PC Rd then

P f fo f t f 1 Afd O

or equivalently
X OP f 1

d

Proof
assume Fn Im E Fa_ P is a shelling
we actually show the following

G X Fu UF 0 as long as it m

and X Fav u Fm I i only when we put in the

last facet

we proceed by induction on d

EI verify induction base d E 1,2

We need the following

claim X eu D X e X D X en D

Since z is linear in the f vector this follows from

f EVD f E HD X EMD



taking the union CoD adds up the face numbers

except where they are glued together in en D

there we over count and need to subtract again

let's now show H by induction on i
In X Fo UF

IB i 1 X E 0 by IH d 1

Note we have two intertwined inductions
one on d one on i

ie 2 m then Here we need the
specific definition of

shelling
X Ev U Fi UFi

EEII.EE E KEEiE
initial segment0 by IH dt

in a shelling of OF

X initial segment in a shelling of OF

There are two cases

i x m the initial segment is proper not all of OF

Xl 0 Cone should show this
but can be easily seen

by IH d 1 from the shelling we
construct later

i m Fin Fu uFi i OF

XC z DF f f 1 d f 1
d

by IH d 1 II



5.4 Existence of Shellings
Not every complex is shell able

that this torus is
cnn.egou.se

not shell able

the problems are the notes

one should expect that only spherical complexes
are shell able since we proved X O

in fact OP is always shelleble

However one can get stuck while shelling

so doing it naively does not work

Def The linear shelling is defined as follows

Start from PC IRA

look at its polar dual Po

facets of P correspond to vertices of P

chaos a generic direction CE Rd
order vertices of Po according to hi eh
on facets this is the linear shelling



FüEEE

In the following assume that Fn Fm is the

linear shelling and Vi E Fo po corresponds to F

The
lit the linear shelling is a shelling of OP

ii the Fi with Loi c K for some k form

an initial segment of a shelling of OP
follows immediately from i but important
for the inductive proof

Ä

auction on the dimension d of P

fix a facet Fi I 2 of P

Fi corresponds to a vertex V EFo po
consider never

r
ÄIEFIE



recall PF is duel to Fi
vertices of Pfui correspond to eases Of Po

incident to Vi thus to facets of P incident to F

define hyperplane H hi c Lui et
o vertices of Pfui below H correspond to both

1 vertices of Po adjacent to v that came before v

i e to the Fn Fi incident to Fi

2 an initial shelling of Fi by IH d 1 part ii

Il

NOTE replacing by C shows that

Fm F is a shelling as well

in fact this is true for any shelling of a polytope
EI if Fn Fm is a shelling of a polytope so is

Fm Fn show this

o one can use this to prove the Dehn Sommerville

equations



Let's discuss some other uses of complexes

5.5 Schlegel diagrams

Visualization technique for 4 polytopes

Def a point X Ekd lies beyond a facet FE Fa_ P

it it is below every facet defining hyperplane
except the one of F

beyond
Fendt

Def
o fix a facet FE F P

iii

and a point x beyond F

project every other face
F EF P P F onto F

via point projection towards x

this yields a polytopal complex C

with suppf F polytopol subdivion Of F

union of all faces

this is called a Schlegel diagram of P

The full combinatorics of P can be reconstructed

from each Schlegel diagram
EI Schlegel diagrams are Shell able



Eis cube

projection of F

Ä

msn.mn

BEI

mm

Subdivision of square

4 cube

1,1

s cue.no
7 combinatorial

ÄIEßI

am

c

polytopes comb equivto cubes



the other regular 4 polytopes

4 simplex 4 cross polytope 24 cell

I I Wikipedia

120 cell 600 cell

EI draw Schlegel diagram of tetrahedron prism
Cartesian product of tetrahedron
and line segment

Q is every subdivision

of a 3 polytope a

Schlegel diagram

NO see Ziegler

building block
of non Schlegel
subdivision Ziegler



5.6 Abstract complexes polytopol spheres

An abstract polytopal complex con consist

of polytopes that do not necessarily live in the same

ambient space We identify their facets abstractly

Examen
FIFI III

identify edges along I
arrows and some colored

edges I I I

torus

is not necessarily embedded

into any Euclidean space

A polytope sphere is an abstract complex

homeomorphic to a sphere

Es OP is a polytopol sphere
BUT not every polytope sphere comes

from a polytope

Ex construct such a sphere from

a non Schlegel subdivision



A simplicial complex resp Sphere is a

polytopal complex resp Sphere where every face
is a simplex

Es P simplicial polytope
OP is a simplicial sphere

Some facts about simplicial spheres not included in
the lecture

not every simplicial sphere
comes from a polytope

smallest example d 4 fo 8

OPEN Does every simplicial sphere come

from a non convex polytope

probably not

it is algorithmically undecidable whether

a simplicial complex is o simplicial sphere
in dimension 25

o many combinatorial results for simplicial polytopes
extend to spheres very non trivially

Dehn Sommerville equations
upper bound theorem

g theorem

Philosophical point those results are more about

being spherical than about being conner


